When visual features in the periphery are close together they become difficult to recognise: something is present but it is unclear what. This is called "crowding". Here we investigated sensitivity to features in highly familiar shapes (letters) by applying spatial distortions. In Experiment 1, observers detected which of four peripherally-presented (8 deg of retinal eccentricity) target letters was distorted (spatial 4AFC). The letters were presented either isolated or surrounded by four undistorted flanking letters, and distorted with one of two types of distortion at a range of distortion frequencies and amplitudes. The bandpass noise distortion ("BPN") technique causes spatial distortions in cartesian space, whereas radial frequency distortion ("RF") causes shifts in polar coordinates. Detecting distortions in target letters was more difficult in the presence of flanking letters, consistent with the effect of crowding. The BPN distortion type showed evidence of tuning, with sensitivity to distortions peaking at approximately 6.5 c/deg for unflanked letters. The presence of flanking letters causes this peak to rise to approximately 8.5 c/deg. In contrast to the tuning observed for BPN distortions, RF distortion sensitivity increased as the radial frequency of distortion increased. In a series of follow-up experiments we found that sensitivity to distortions is reduced when flanking letters were also distorted, that this held when observers were required to report which target letter was undistorted, and that this held when flanker distortions were always detectable. The perception of geometric distortions in letter stimuli is impaired by visual crowding.
the image is warped by modulating the radius (defined from the image centre) according where ω peak specifies the peak frequency, ω is the spatial frequency and b 0.5 is the half 94 bandwidth of the filter in octaves. Noise was filtered at one of six peak frequencies (2, 4, 6, 95 8, 16, 32 cycles per image; corresponding to 1.3, 2.6, 4, 5.3, 10.6 and 21.3 c/deg under our 96 viewing conditions) with a bandwidth of one octave. The filtered noise was windowed by 97 multiplying with a circular cosine of value one, falling to zero at the border over the space 98 of 14 pixels, ensuring that letters did not distort beyond the borders of the padded image 99 region. The amplitude of the filtered noise was then rescaled to have max / min values at show evidence of tuning, such that thresholds are lowest for frequencies in the range of 4-10 178 c/deg and rise for both lower and higher frequencies (note the log-log scaling in Figure 3 ).
179
To quantify these effects, we fit curves to the thresholds as a function of the log distortion For the BPN distortion type, flanking letters raised the mean area under the Gaussian 189 threshold curve from 0.09 (SD = 0.01) to 0.14 (SD = 0.02); t(4) = 6.26, p = 0.0033, BF = 190 15.7. For the RF distortion type, flanking letters raised the mean area under the linear fit 191 from 0.17 (SD = 0.01) to 0.33 (SD = 0.05); t(4) = 7.17, p = 0.002, BF = 22.6. Thus both 192 crowding effects we observe appear reasonably robust.
193
Next we consider the peak distortion frequency at which thresholds were lowest for 194 the BPN distortions (there is no peak in our data for the RF distortions). There was 195 a reasonable effect of flanking, such that when flanking letters were present, distortion 196 sensitivity peaked at higher frequencies (M = 8.73 c/deg, SD = 0.88) than when target 197 letters were unflanked (M = 6.44, SD = 0.88; a difference in peaks of 0.44 octaves; t(4) = 198 5.9, p = 0.0041, BF = 13.4). While the effect is therefore large compared to the relevant 199 error variance, note that it ignores the precision with which the peak frequency is determined 200 by the data, and so should be interpreted with a degree of caution.
201

Experiment 2 202
Our first experiment showed that sensitivity to both BPN and RF distortions was Tripathy, & Levi, 1994); it is therefore plausible that distorted flankers would produce even 213 greater performance impairment. 214 We test this hypothesis in three related sub-experiments. Because we will directly 215 compare the data from each experiment, we present the similarities and differences in the This could reflect some facilitation for this distortion type, but given the inconsistency between observers we would want to collect more data before drawing strong conclusions.
301
Discussion
302
We have measured human sensitivity to geometric distortions of letter stimuli pre-303 sented to the peripheral retina. For two types of distortion, Experiment 1 showed that dis-304 tortion sensitivity is reduced when target letters are surrounded by task-irrelevant flankers.
305
This result is therefore an example of crowding (Bouma, 1970) . In the follow-up studies 306 of Experiment 2 we found that this impairment became more severe 5 when flanking let-307 ters were themselves distorted -i.e. we do not find evidence of distortion "pop-out". For the BPN distortions, the average threshold in the flanked condition for Experiment 1 at a frequency of 2 c/deg was 0.06 (SD = 0.01), whereas with four distorted flankers (Experiment 2a) the average threshold at the same frequency was 0.13 (SD = 0.03; a factor of 2.1 times larger). Similarly, in Experiment 1 the threshold for RF distortions at 4 c/2π was 0.19 (SD = 0.03) whereas the same frequency with four distorted flankers in Experiment 2a was 0.61 (SD = 0.01; a factor of 3.3 times larger). unflanked to flanked displays, there was only weak evidence that they were able to capture 377 the other effects in our data (see Supplementary Material). One would need to find a more 378 appropriate measure of complexity-perhaps something similar to these clutter metrics-to 379 capture the full range of the data we report.
high frequency speckles (see also spectral analysis in the Supplemental Material), which distortions and psychophysical results we present here define distinct physical shape changes 467 that produce different patterns of sensitivity, providing a challenge for future accounts of 468 shape perception. 469 Finally, the generality of our results should be considered with a degree of caution.
470
The detectability of a given distortion will depend on the image content to which it is 471 applied (for example, distorting a blank image region results in no image change). In our 472 experiments we used only four target letter stimuli. This choice was motivated by the fact 473 that our intention was not to quantify the visibility of distortions across a broad range 474 of stimuli, but to investigate sensitivity in highly familiar simple patterns. Nevertheless, suggesting that this pattern applies more generally than just our limited stimulus set. As 478 to RF distortions, we cannot say with any degree of certainty how the patterns of RF 479 sensitivity we observe will generalise to new stimuli, because the previous investigations we image-based similarity metric that captured the perceptual size of the distortions on a 502 common scale. One test of such a similarity metric would be to rescale the results of the 503 BPN and RF data reported here such that the different sensitivity patterns as a function of 504 distortion frequency overlap (assuming that they are detected by a common mechanism). 505 We have provided our raw data and images of the stimuli used in these experiments (http:// 506 dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.159360) to facilitate future efforts along these lines. Lines link the performance of individual observers. The letters K and H show slightly higher performance than D and N, for both distortion types, and this trend appears slightly stronger for flanked than unflanked trials. This could reflect an interaction between letter shape and distortion (i.e. it is easier to discriminate distortions applied to the letter K), differential similarities of the target and flanking letters, or biases in preferred letter irrespective of location.
Supplemental material 513
Difficulty of individual target letters 514
Because the effect of an image-based distortion depends on the image content, we note 515 that performance varied slightly according to the target letter ( Figure 6 ). On average across 516 observers, it was easier to detect distortions applied to the letters K and H than the letters we should observe a spectral change that increases with distortion frequency.
542
We computed the Fourier amplitude spectrum of each target letter image (92×92 pix-543 els), then calculated the radial energy (averaging over angle) and angular energy (averaging letter, for all letters. Even if we assume that these frequencies are easily detectable at the 556 ≈ 8 degrees of retinal eccentricity used in our study, it seems unlikely that observers benefit 557 from this increased contrast energy because thresholds for these conditions were higher than 558 those for lower frequency distortions (i.e., BPN distortion sensitivity follows a bandpass 559 shape). High frequency RF distortions also increased high spatial frequency energy ( Figure   560 8), but not as much as for BPN distortions (Figure 9 ). RF distortions of 5 and 8 c/2π 561 also increased frequencies in the mid SF range (4-8 c/deg; more easily seen in Figure 9 ), 562 but again this increased contrast energy appears unrelated to psychophysical performance.
563
Considering these results across the two distortion types, it seems unlikely that changes 564 in spatial frequency energy could underlie human performance in our experiment. For 565 example, if observers were using the increase in high spatial frequency energy to perform 566 the task, then we would expect thresholds in the high frequency BPN conditions to continue 567 declining; instead they increase again. that changes in spatial frequency or orientation energy drive differential performance for 586 these target letters.
587
Clutter metric analysis 588 In an attempt to provide some quantitative basis for our speculations about display 589 complexity as an account for the results of our second experiment, we here apply two Figure 10 . Orientation energy in letter stimuli with BPN distortions. Polar coordinates have been rotated relative to the orientation of the raw amplitude spectra so as to be more intuitive. To gain an intuition for the orientation, consider the original spectrum for the letter "N". Imagining an upright "N", one can see most energy at vertical orientation and also on the diagonal corresponding to the diagonal stroke in the letter. Panels and plot elements as in Figure 7 .
by the bitdepth required for wavelet image encoding, expressed as Shannon entropy in bits.
595
For both metrics, higher values are associated with more "cluttered" images. These metrics In Figure 14 we plot only the flanked condition for the highest distortion amplitude. Taken together, these results suggest that while image-based clutter metrics such as 628 feature congestion or subband entropy account for the difference between the "unflanked" 629 and "flanked" conditions of Experiment 1, one would need to find a more appropriate 630 measure of complexity, or at least apply some transform to feature congestion, to capture 631 the more subtle dependencies in our data.
632
Examples of stimuli 633 Here we provide additional examples of distortions applied to different target letters.
634 Figure 16 shows examples for BPN distortions applied to each letter, and Figure 17 show 635 example letter distortions for the RF method. 
